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“A work of art is complete if in it the master’s intentions have been realized.”  
— Rembrandt2

“I had a few Canadians like Riopelle, and the only Canadian whom I still have and 
would never sell of the things that I had, are the three or four Pegi Nicol MacLeods 
that I bought in the middle Sixties. I thought she was one of Canada’s best.” 

— Jack Greenwald3

Within an enduring system of visual oppression, women’s self-representa-
tion is deeply political and challenges the ontology of a visual regime predi-
cated on women as objects for a presumed male gaze. The intimate, self-re-
flexive, and modernist self-portraits executed by Canadian artist Pegi Nicol 
MacLeod (1904–1949) between 1925 and 1939 participate in this challenge. 
Critics and colleagues often described MacLeod’s paintings as unfinished, 
rushed, “dashed off,” “lacking organization,” and “too animated to see 
all at once.”4 In this essay I examine the phenomenon of unfinish in Mac-
Leod’s self-portraits to ask what role gender has played in the critical reac-
tion to her work. I then examine how the unfinish in her paintings engages 
the spectator and destabilizes artistic convention. I argue that MacLeod’s 
self-portraits obscure the viewer’s ability to read resemblance as a projec-
tion of interiority, instead challenging the conventions of the genre and the 
ontological coherence of the self. In other words, her paintings manifest 
the dismantling of the face and faciality, in Deleuze and Guattari’s under-
standing of the term.

Born in Listowel, Ontario in 1904, MacLeod was educated in Ottawa by 
Franklin Brownell before moving to Montreal to study at the École des 
Beaux-Arts. In the late 1920s, with the support of Marius Barbeau, MacLeod 
eventually ventured beyond the eastern region she had grown up in, travel-
ling to Alberta and then on to the Skeena River in British Columbia, painting 
along the way. In the 1930s, while living in Toronto, she began contributing 
to Canadian Forum where she worked briefly as the art editor. She also painted 
theatre sets at Hart House at the University of Toronto and window displays 
for Eaton’s department store. She settled in Ottawa around 1932, produ-
cing some remarkable scenes of urban life, including notable paintings of 
children in the school gardens across from her parent’s house in the Glebe. 
Shortly after her marriage to Norman MacLeod in 1937, the couple moved 
to New York where she continued to paint the world and people around 
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her, including the bustling street life outside of their apartment window, 
and producing numerous paintings of her daughter, Jane. In 1940, Macleod 
helped found an art centre with fellow artist Lucy Jarvis at the University of 
New Brunswick in Fredericton and returned annually to the city throughout 
the 1940s to teach art at its Summer School. She was commissioned by the 
National Gallery of Canada to paint the activities of the Canadian Women’s 
Army Corps during the Second World War and completed over one hundred 
paintings of wartime activity. MacLeod passed away in 1949 at the age of 45. 
She was a well-established and nationally recognized artist at the time of her 
death, whose achievements warranted a solo memorial exhibition at the 
National Gallery of Canada in the same year, a rare achievement for many art-
ists. MacLeod was championed by Eric Brown, Director at the National Gallery 
of Canada (NGC), as well as numerous other art collectors and patrons, from 
Jack Greenwald and Donald Buchanan to Vincent and Alice Massey. 

In her short lifetime, MacLeod showed her paintings extensively across the 
country. She had her first solo show at Eaton’s in 1932 and she went on to par-
ticipate in a number of major exhibitions in Canada and abroad, including 
Artists of the British Empire Overseas (1937), Royal Institute Galleries, London, Eng-
land (1937), Canadian Water Colours, Gloucester, England (1939); Pintura Canadense 
Contemporanea, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo (1944); Canadian War Art (1945), 
among many others. She won numerous awards, including five medals for 
her exceptional work while at the École des Beaux-Arts in Montreal and the 
prestigious Willingdon Arts Competition for The Log Run in 1931. In the fore-
word to the catalogue for her 1949 NGC exhibition, Vincent Massey wrote:

We Canadians would do well to recognize and appreciate genius more quickly when 
it appears among our own people. It is inevitable that final appraisal must always 
await the process of time, but failure to encourage in some measure an artist during 
his lifetime means a loss to us all…To this splendid company belongs Pegi Nicol Mac-
Leod. She was an artist of unique and vivid individuality who has left an indelible rec-
ord in the history of Canadian art.5

Despite her critical success and the attention she received in newspapers 
and periodicals from the 1920s onward, MacLeod largely receded from view 
after her death until Joan Murray’s 1983 exhibition on the artist and Murray’s 
edited collection of her letters, which appeared a year later.6 Laura Brandon 
also drew renewed attention to MacLeod in her 1998 touring exhibition and 
accompanying catalogue, Paragraphs in Paint: The Second World War Art of Pegi Nicol 
MacLeod.7 Brandon’s extensively researched biography, published in 2005, was 
part of a momentary increase in interest in MacLeod. That same year a touring 
exhibition of MacLeod’s work (also curated by Brandon) took place, and the 
National Film Board released Michael Ostroff’s documentary Pegi Nicol: Some-
thing Dancing About Her. Since 2005, however, there has been no subsequent 
scholarly work on the artist.8 The aforementioned exhibitions toured region-
ally, not nationally, helping to cement her reputation in Ontario and the Mari-
times, but she remains, arguably, a marginal figure in Canadian art history.9 
As Brandon writes, “While Pegi moved in the highest of art circles in Canada, 
that did not assure her a long-lasting national reputation.”10 
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Figure 1. Pegi Nicol MacLeod, 
Self-Portrait with Jane, ca. 1939. 
Oil on canvas, 84.8 × 69.5 cm.  
Collection of the Winnipeg Art 
Gallery, G-86-136. Photograph: 
Ernest Mayer, courtesy of the 
Winnipeg Art Gallery.
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MacLeod executed more than a dozen self-portraits including | fig. 1 |  
Self-Portrait with Jane (ca. 1939), | fig. 2 | Self-Portrait (1928), | fig. 3 | Costume for a 
Cold Studio (Self-Portrait) (ca. 1930), | fig. 4 | A Descent of Lilies (1935),  | fig. 5 | and 
Torso and Plants (ca. 1935). These artworks, with their expressionist and 
open-ended experimental quality, are typical of MacLeod’s oeuvre in 
emphasizing process and becoming. Where Brandon’s analysis of her 
self-portraits relied on a psycho-biographical approach, I aim to focus on 
the implications of the often-disparaging descriptions of the appearance of 
her paintings as unfinished, as possessing a kind of “lo-fi” aesthetic.11 This 
essay examines the critical attention MacLeod received during her lifetime 
and in the decades that followed to argue that gender played a role in the 
reception of her work and contributed to her marginal position in Canadian 
art history. The reception of her artwork was often complex — many critics 
simultaneously praised her vivacity and the freshness of her approach, while 
the majority of them also described MacLeod’s paintings as unfinished. 
I argue that the unfinish, or non finito, in MacLeod’s paintings counters the 
masculine formulation of the masterpiece as fully resolved, borne out in the 
varied criticism her works received. I read the unfinish in her paintings (and 
self-portraits in particular) as a challenge to modernism’s focus on mascu-
line genius, progress, and mastery. I posit that this challenge, and the gen-
dered criticism she received, are causes of what Vera Frenkel has deemed 
MacLeod’s “prolonged disappearance.”12

A reviewer in the Montreal Star wrote in 1932 of MacLeod’s paintings: “They 
are pictures which require a little time and distance for the appreciation of 
their merits. They are broadly, sometimes roughly, painted studies of the 
anatomy of landscapes and portrait heads, and seem at the first glance to 
be shapeless and dull in colour…”13 Robert Ayre, the art critic for the Mont-
real Star, wrote that MacLeod didn’t always take time to compose, and that 
she was careless about her drawing as she attempted to get down all the life 
she saw around her before she lost it. “Whether in water colour or oils,” he 
wrote, “her works are like cartoons, painted with a large and generous ges-
ture. She seemed to be always in a hurry. She had to catch life alive and get it 
down, alive, before it changed. Cutting great swathes out of the walls of life, 
she shows it to us in teeming disorder.”14 

In his 1939 book, A Short History of Canadian Art, art critic Graham McInn-
es wrote: “Pegi Nicol MacLeod’s…bubbling enthusiasm, expressing itself in 
an unregulated and at times undisciplined flow, covered her canvases with 
a brilliant and cascading profusion of figures: children at play, sailors in a 
park, or nuns on a quiet, tree-lined street.”15 In his article “Artist of the Way-
ward Brush,” published the year she died, McInnes would add: 

An Ottawa artist whose delightfully wayward and brilliantly acute water colors 
achieved fame throughout Canada and beyond its border, Pegi Nicol’s work in 
many ways, still remains that of the sensitive girl who, with the appalling clarity of 
childhood’s vision, looks at the world about her and sees it in sharper focus…For 
her things had a constant and surprising immediacy … And if the picture was, on 
occasion, confused, it was because her inspiration sometimes outran her technic-
al skills. But rarely has any Canadian painter achieved so early and held so fast to 
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an absolutely individual style…It has been said that her paintings were sometimes 
formless. She was well aware of her lack of discipline, and it was something against 
which she struggled all her life. Pegi Nicol’s personality was like her painting: ebulli-
ent, elfin and wayward, with a curiously “fey” quality that was unmistakable.16

McInnes was a great admirer of MacLeod, but it is difficult not to balk at his 
somewhat patronizing assessment of her approach as “childlike,” and while 
McInnes acknowledges her strong artistic abilities, he undercuts such praise 
by challenging her technical skills and by describing the artist as “ebullient,” 

“elfin” and “fey”— all terms marked by gender bias.
The tenor of the criticism already outlined above is echoed in a number 

of the obituaries printed just after MacLeod’s untimely death from cancer in 
1949. Writer and art historian Donald Buchanan asserted in an essay that was 
reprinted in the catalogue to her memorial exhibition: 

The medium most natural for the exercise of [MacLeod’s] talents was water colour, 
and in this she worked with great speed and concentration. …But often she was 
less at home when working in oils, for this medium permits, even if it does not dic-
tate, more forethought in planning and execution than she was usually accustomed 
to allow herself. She did not stop much to contemplate and construct. She rather 
rushed in with all her energy to do what her vision instinctively prompted.17

Art critic and curator Paul Duval perhaps best summarizes the criticism 
wielded at MacLeod’s swift and sinuous brush: “Her art has its limitations …
shortcomings which arose from her need to put all she felt down at once, in 
a single rush.”18 Fellow artist Caven Atkins equally recalls:

Because it just flowed out of her like water out of a tap you know. That’s actually the 
way she painted…but because of a certain lack of organization, some of the stuff 
didn’t come off. … The good ones are really interesting to look at, I think. …Yes [her 
approach was] very slap dash…she just picked up a brush and there were colours in 
front of her and she just swished it around and put it on the canvas. Sometimes it 
came off and sometimes it didn’t.19

In viewing MacLeod’s method as quick, lacking forethought and planning, 
some writers like Duval, Atkins, and Buchanan regarded her paintings as 
unfinished.

Ruth Comfort Jackson, daughter of artist Charles Comfort, stated, “[Mac-
Leod’s] paintings are vivid, with sure brushstrokes, kaleidoscopic colours, 
streaked with dripping paint, frequently left unfinished giving them a live, 
immediate quality, with many showing a degree of exotic fantasy charac-
teristic of their fey creator.”20 In a 1982 interview with curator Joan Murray, 
Canadian diplomat and magazine editor King Gordon noted that “some of 
Pegi’s … best work was unfinished. In fact, she was a great unfinisher. She 
would carry her painting to a particular point and then said really all she 
wanted to say in that and she’d pass on to something else.”21 Gordon’s wife 
declared that MacLeod “never felt anything was finished. I often wonder if 
she had lived longer whether she ever would have felt any work was finished. 
I doubt it.”22 I want to stress that it is clear from the writing about MacLeod’s 
work that her watercolours and oil paintings were not seen as utter failures. 
The situation is much more complex given that many critics (Buchanan, 
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Figure 2. Pegi Nicol MacLeod, 
Self-Portrait, 1928. Oil on 
plywood. Agnes Etherington Art 
Centre, Queen’s University, Kings-
ton. Gift of the Estate of Richard 
Finnie, 1995 (38-013.02).

Figure 3. Pegi Nicol MacLeod, 
Costume for a Cold Studio (Self-
Portrait), ca. 1930. Oil on canvas, 
43.1 × 38.1 cm. Robert McLaughlin 
Gallery.
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for instance) lauded her work. The common descriptions of her work as 
“rushed” and “unfinished,” reveal a gendered inflection, one that can be 
read as thinly veiled criticism.

What were these male critics responding to in MacLeod’s paintings? 
Self-Portrait with Jane shows the artist, nude, on her knees, her head cut off 
at the picture plane as she holds her young daughter up as if trying to teach 
her to take her first few steps. All around the two central figures are twisting 
flowing lines and arced brushstrokes, which evoke the apartment windows 
and figures seen in other paintings from MacLeod’s time living in New York. 
There are sections of Self-Portrait with Jane in which the white of the picture 
plane shows through. The edges of MacLeod’s painted arm, hand, and leg 
appear rough and sketch-like, and the figures outside her New York apart-
ment window are so abstracted that it becomes difficult to discern them 
from the flowers and plants on the windowsill in the picture’s foreground. 
With this painting the spectator is made aware of the artist’s embodied sub-
jectivity through its expressionistic brushwork and flowing lines, which give 
the work a kinetic quality. This energy activates the spectator’s own sense 
of embodiment, which is prompted in part by an awareness of the artist’s 
maternal role. In addition, the painted surface hints at the temporality of its 
own making: there is no attempt to efface how the work was produced. The 
blank areas of canvas, curvilinear brushwork, and fluid forms are suggest-
ive of the speed with which she worked — what McInnes and Buchanan see as 

“undisciplined flow” and “speed.” MacLeod’s rapid working method signals 
the unfolding, durational experience of the artist’s practice. Meanwhile, the 
areas that read as unfinished — whether the blank areas of the painted sur-
face or rough edges of her brushwork — suggest an artist not bent on produ-
cing a fully “complete” picture in the traditional academic sense. 

While her paintings have an unfinished quality and her critics com-
mented on this aspect of her work, MacLeod nevertheless viewed her paint-
ings as finished. She used Self-Portrait with Jane for a Christmas card in 1944.23 
The Slough (1928) was a wedding gift to her friends Marian and F.R. Scott, and 
other paintings, including Descent of Lilies, were sent for exhibition upon 
completion. MacLeod was happy to put these paintings out into the world, 
although this of course did not stop critics from suggesting that MacLeod’s 
painterly technique was too loose and, in their eyes, unresolved. MacLeod 
herself commented that she wasn’t interested in clean, tight paintings. 
Writing about two annual society shows in Toronto in the 1930s, she stat-
ed: “everything is becoming neater and neater — so neat that it makes your 
hair curl.”24 MacLeod was not wholly focused on that precise moment when 
a work of art reaches completion, rather her paintings open themselves up 
to the spectator; she pushed them as far as she could before leaving them to 
the beholder, she was, “a great unfinisher.” 

Self-Portrait | fig. 2 | was a gift to MacLeod’s friend, Robert Finnie. Paint-
ed around 1928, it shows the artist head-on in a three-quarter length bust 
portrait sporting the short, bobbed haircut of the 1920s flapper with a win-
ter scarf wrapped around her neck. Finnie explains that it portrays the artist 
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“precisely as I remember her when she was watching or hearing something 
of interest.”25 Her piercing eyes stare straight out of the painting directly at 
the beholder; the whites around her pupils, the brightest part of the paint-
ing, are rendered in mostly neutral and dulled tones of pink, yellow, orange, 
green, and brown. The brushwork is patchy: areas of MacLeod’s hair on 
the left are rendered in hues of dark yellow and streaks of beige highlight 
her locks on the right. Her face is composed of thick brushstrokes in deep 
orange, beige, and muddy purple. A long and careful study of the painting 
begins to reveal areas of unfinish that seem to show the plywood support 
below the painting’s surface. It appears as if MacLeod has treated the wood-
en surface with a painted wash of dark red colour before building up the 
layers of paint, however without an x-ray analysis of the work it is difficult 
to say for certain. The large patch of unfinished surface between the bridge 
of her nose and her left eye reads almost like naked untreated wood show-
ing through. Other areas of unfinish emerge above her left eyebrow, cheeks 
and spots on her forehead. The areas of blank surface, as in many of her 
other paintings, impel an ongoing responsiveness from the observer. The 
swirling lines of her scarf are also delineated by these patches of the red and 
brown original surface upon which she has worked up her self-portrait in 
her signature loose, modernist style. The rough edges, spots of white, loose, 
almost abstract areas of her paintings register life in a state of becoming, 
not fully formed or finished.

Matthew Simms could just as easily be writing of MacLeod’s approach 
when he states, “[i]ncompletion is therefore a mark of value in Cézanne’s 
art, because it reflects the interior experience of the painter and the tem-
poral unfolding and transformation of his life.”26 MacLeod was a great 
admirer of Cézanne, and the two share a sketch-like quality which crit-
ics responded to in similar ways, albeit in very different artistic con-
texts.27 From the 1880s onward, critics singled out the unfinished charac-
ter of much of Cézanne’s mature and later work “as one of the most, if not 
the most, distinctive components of his modernity.”28 Simms argues that 
the unfinish in Cézanne’s paintings constitute “one of the most startling 
and challenging aspects of his art.”29 Where critics of Cézanne viewed his 
unfinish or challenge to the “conventional quality of finish” as incompe-
tence, Gustave Geffroy defended Cézanne and suggested that the incom-
plete quality of Cézanne’s artworks registers the unfolding, temporal (or 
durational) experience of life. As Geffroy wrote in Cézanne’s defense: “Who 
can say at what precise moment a canvas is finished? Art … always contains 
an element of unfinish (inachèvement) for the life that it reproduces is in 
constant transformation.”30 For example, the blank patches of canvas in 
Cézanne’s famous 1899 Portrait of Ambroise Vollard, especially on the sitter’s 
hand, can be understood as traces of uncertainty, as spots “in which indeci-
sion and doubt concerning the exact tone — le ton juste — could ultimately not 
be resolved.”31 The blank spots in Cézanne’s works, according to Simms are 
indications of indecision.32 
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The visual affinities between MacLeod’s and Cézanne’s paintings dem-
onstrate a concentration on form and an impressionist concern33 with cap-
turing a scene from life. Richard Shiff writes about the unfinished quality of 
Cézanne’s paintings: “He was generally regarded as an ‘incomplete’ artist 
and often as a ‘primitive,’ one whose art was in some way simple or rudi-
mentary, devoid of the refinements and complexities of his materialistic, 
industrialized … society.”34 I invoke Cézanne here because the criticism he 
received and his challenge to traditional ideas of perception and painting 
resonate closely with the criticism of MacLeod’s artworks. Cézanne’s work-
ing method was of course quite different from MacLeod’s, he laboured for 
hours over a single painting in an effort to get ever closer to a resolution he 
referred to as “realisation.”35 MacLeod, by contrast, worked hastily, but not 
without forethought, to achieve something of her own idea of “realisation.” 
Like the areas of doubt and uncertainty in Cézanne’s paintings, MacLeod’s 
self-portraits also engage the spectator’s imagination by granting it the 
openness to fill in the gaps and complete the loose, unfinished brushwork. 
I would argue that her works also offer a topography of becoming that is rife 
with aesthetic pleasure for the viewer.36 

MacLeod was certainly not the only artist to receive mixed reviews during 
and after her lifetime. In fact, the criticism about her work could perhaps be 
read as indicative of the difficult reception many modern artists had in the 
early decades of the twentieth century in Canada. In response to early exhib-
itions of their work, artists like John Lyman, Maurice Cullen, The Group of 
Seven, and Bertram Brooker all received mixed, or negative reviews. How-
ever, many of these (male) artists are now canonical, their works eventually 
gaining acceptance before mid-century or shortly thereafter, and their pos-
itions have been cemented by successive art history survey texts from J. Rus-
sell Harper onward. I contend that the (gendered) criticism that MacLeod’s 
artworks received reverberated after her death and perpetuated her margin-
alization in Canadian art history.

The unfinish, the non finito, in MacLeod’s paintings, as well as the artist’s 
handling of paint, situates her artworks firmly under the aegis of modern-
ism. Many of her contemporaries, including the Group of Seven with their 
invocation of Post-Impressionism, appear retrograde today when viewed 
against the larger context of 1920s international modernism. Of her fellow 
Canadian Group of Painters contemporaries, Bertram Brooker’s experi-
ments in abstraction reflected a deep and abiding interest in movement and 
Bergsonian vitalism, but Brooker’s paintings are clean, geometric, and taut 
in comparison to MacLeod’s. Paraskeva Clark and Charles Comfort shared 
MacLeod’s interest in the figure and human subjects but they stress form 
and colour in a more realist approach; Macleod’s paintings, by contrast, are 
typified by their expressive flowing brushwork verging toward abstraction. 
There were few artists working in Canada alongside MacLeod who captured 
the vivacity, movement, and dynamism of people and life as she did. As 
Brandon writes, “Pegi responded to developments in contemporary paint-
ing and evolved a unique technique and approach that has no Canadian 
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equivalent in the period.”37 Linda Jansma similarly maintains that “Pegi 
Nicol MacLeod left a legacy of distinctive work unlike many of her peers.” 
Echoing Vincent Massey’s words in the foreword to the catalogue of the 1949 
National Gallery of Canada memorial exhibition of her work, Jansma claims: 

“[MacLeod] was an artist of unique and vivid individuality…recognized as 
an artist of unusual ability.”38 A review of the exhibition in the Windsor Daily 
Star stated that Pegi’s artwork “is possibly more refreshing, more expressive 
of our times, than that of any other woman painter.”39 Nevertheless, the 
expressive modernist quality of her painting was challenging to critics, one 
of whom remarked that she had a need to paint “or bust.”40 

In Torso and Plants (ca. 1935) | fig. 5 | MacLeod uses short angular brush-
strokes of greens, yellows, blues, and pinks to represent her own torso, her 
head cut off at the neck by the top of the painting’s frame. She is seated with 
a large assemblage of biomorphic flowers and plants, including daffodils 
and rhubarb on her cloth-draped lap that appear alive. One leafy tendril of 
the rhubarb plant touches the artist’s right breast reaching toward her nip-
ple, an erotically charged gesture; on the right a daffodil leaf almost touches 
her left nipple, activating the beholder’s engagement with the painting. The 
artist places herself, nude, in what could be any generic still life compos-
ition of a flowering plant or vase of flowers. As Anna Hudson writes, “[s]he 
presents herself as a studio nude and, in so doing, includes the artist among 
the still life objects arranged for aesthetic contemplation.”41 However, the 
body is no mere object among others — rather, the dynamic quality of her 
sinuous brushwork resists our reading of the artist as object. She combines 
the genres of still life, portraiture, and the nude in one painting, challen-
ging the parameters of all three genres. The intrusion of the artist onto the 
representational field calls attention to the artifice of production, while the 
absence of her head and face challenge the viewer’s understanding of the 
work as a self-portrait. The result is an ambiguous and complex work of art. 
By defying artistic tradition MacLeod defied many Canadian critics’ ability to 
make sense of her work. 

I want to turn to another of her self-portraits and read it against the criti-
cism of her paintings as “uneven” or “roughly painted,” and her method 
as “undisciplined,” to assess the predominantly male critics’ responses to 
MacLeod’s works. What does it mean to read MacLeod’s unfinish as a kind 
of failure in a different way — that is, what if we consider that “failure” as a 
resistance to (masculine) mastery? Jack Halberstam views failure as a poten-
tial form of resistance, “a way of refusing to acquiesce to dominant logics 
of power and discipline and as a form of critique.” Failure, for Halberstam, 

“recognizes that alternatives are embedded already in the dominant and that 
power is never total or consistent; indeed, failure can exploit the unpredict-
ability of ideology and its indeterminate qualities.”42 MacLeod’s so-called 

“unfinished” paintings defy the dominant logic of (masculinist) artistic dis-
course in Canada; they question perceived norms and conventions of what 
constituted a fully formed artistic “masterpiece.” Given that the idea of the 
masterpiece has historically been masculine, MacLeod’s artworks perhaps 
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Figure 4. Pegi Nicol MacLeod, 
A Descent of Lilies, 1935. Oil on 
canvas, 122 × 91.6 cm. Nation-
al Gallery of Canada, Ottawa. 
Purchased 1993. Photo: ngc.
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Figure 5. Pegi Nicol MacLeod, 
Torso and Plants, ca. 1935. Oil on 
canvas, 90.9 × 68.7 cm. Robert 
McLaughlin Gallery.
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had no hope of every achieving this status and, moreover, her artistic 
approach foreclosed the possibility. 

MacLeod’s experimentation with genre combined with the blank areas 
of canvas, wood, and paper in her artworks led critics, as I have outlined, to 
take issue with her quick handling of paint. Margaret MacKenzie, a friend of 
MacLeod’s in New Brunswick, recalls:

That was the only criticism that people made of her that her paintings spilled off the 
sides of the canvas. I remember one artist or critic or somebody from Ottawa saying 
to me, “The only thing about Pegi, is if she had a little control and kept her paintings 
on the canvas, she’d do better.” That was the only criticism I heard. … No it wasn’t 
Kay Pepper. I can’t remember who it was but it was a man.43

Some two decades after this event took place, MacKenzie still felt com-
pelled to stress the fact that the criticism of MacLeod was from a man, an 
observation that bears the mark of gender bias. It should be noted that 
women, including King Gordon’s wife, reinscribed this criticism of Mac-
Leod. In other words, the gendered criticism of MacLeod’s work is part of a 
naturalized patriarchal discourse, in which men and women could be com-
plicit. One aim of this essay is to tease out the very subtle ways in which the 
writing about MacLeod’s artwork reproduced gendered conceptions of art 
making which reinscribed the unfinish in her works as somehow feminine 
and a sign of a lack of artistic mastery. While Cézanne’s unfinish was part of 
the reason his works were rejected by the official Salon and for the skepti-
cism that met his first one-man exhibition (organized by Ambroise Vollard 
in 1895), Cézanne’s reputation as an integral figure in the development of 
modern art was well established by MacLeod’s time. The gendered inflec-
tion of the criticism of MacLeod’s unfinish — the ways that critics praised her 
work while concomitantly offering backhanded or condescending com-
ments about her artistic approach — was not only sexist, but also hypocritical 
if we consider how the unfinish was a marker of canonicity in male modern-
ist painters (Cézanne among them). The overt denigration of women art-
ists is rare in early twentieth-century Canadian art writing,44 but essentialist 
notions of women’s roles percolated below the surface of many reviews.

The view that women’s main purpose in life was biological — to marry, 
have children and keep a household — was commonplace. Margaret Law-
rence’s The School of Femininity, first published in Canada in 1936, addresses 
women with artistic leanings and suggests not only that the aesthetic tem-
perament is foreign to women, but also that it is almost impossible for a 
woman to be a first-rate artist due to her biology: “When a young woman 
takes to writing…or advertising copy, sculpture, engineering, or designing…
it is because something has hurt her biologically, and she tries to escape 
the fate of womanhood.”45 While Lawrence reinforced traditional gender 
norms, others felt quite differently about women’s place in a changing soci-
ety. In “Women, Are They Human?” a critical review of Lawrence’s book, 
Governor General award-winning author Gwethalyn Graham wrote that 
Lawrence failed to recognize the socially constructed ways in which women 
and girls are conditioned to want nothing more than marriage in life. “It is 
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a pity,” she maintains, “that the first book on women to appear in Canada 
for some time should be devoted to the expression of a point of view which 
is too time-worn, too familiar and too retrogressive to be any kind of genu-
ine contribution to the literary and intellectual life of Canada.”46 Lawrence’s 
text is a reminder that, while there were many women working as profes-
sional artists in the early decades of the twentieth century, they did not have 
equal footing in the art world, nor in the world at large. The mostly male 
critics’ assessment of MacLeod’s work should thus be understood as bound 
up in a Canadian culture in which, despite views to the contrary (voiced in 
newspapers and popular magazines), biological essentialism and tradition-
al ideas about women’s abilities were deeply embedded.

MacLeod’s nude self-portraits, like her scenes of rivers, children play-
ing, or still lifes, are characterized by a plasticity of form and vibrant colour. 
A Descent of Lilies is a fantastical scene of flowers, horses, and a central nude 
representation of the artist herself. Macleod’s face has individuated fea-
tures; her body is draped in vibrant pink cloth from the waist down and her 
body is represented from behind as she turns her head to look back toward 
the spectator. Her torso is repeated twice amidst a series of large falling 
lilies, whose white blossoms seem to float and open up in various stages of 
bloom. A large hand with painted red nails is rendered with the same soft 
curves in ochre and pale pink hues as the flowers around it; the hand and 
flowers are difficult to distinguish at first glance. In the bottom left-hand 
corner are two figures on horseback. Their faces are represented as blocks of 
colour and flecks of paint, while the horses they ride blend seamlessly into 
their surroundings. MacLeod’s use of colour works to make all the elements 
on the canvas almost indistinguishable from one another, giving them a 
dream-like quality.47 Clouds, flowers, figures, horses, hands, and cloth seem 
to emerge out of, and into, each other. But this is no ordinary nude. The 
viewer’s eye is continually drawn back down to the presence of the hand in 
the bottom right of the painting, with which the artist calls attention to the 
hand that produced the painting before us. The hand is grasping a paint-
brush-flower hybrid, which reminds the viewer of the labour involved in the 
artwork’s creation, while the curvilinear brushstrokes of paint on the canvas 
are indexical of the movement of the artist’s paintbrush across the canvas. 
MacLeod’s painting foregrounds the representational act of the artist having 
sat in front of a mirror to produce the painted image. Her reinterpretation of 
the genre of the nude is self-reflexive and prompts durational identification. 
The viewer is not given a fixed vantage point from which to identify with the 
image. Instead, the evocations of temporality and process challenge the 
fixed binary of subject and object: the artist celebrates the moment and con-
ditions of the work’s making.48 Descent connects the hand and the artist in 
such a way as to evoke the tension at work between the artist’s labour and 
the embodied subjectivity of both the spectator and the artist herself. 

MacLeod disrupts the codes of the nude genre — that most originary por-
trait of the female body which transformed subject into object. The observer 
is made aware of the fiction of the artist’s pose as she offers up a modernist, 
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de-idealized female nude body. Not unlike the early twentieth-century 
nudes by Suzanne Valadon, Descent distorts the figure-ground relationship, 
playing with the depth of field. As Rosemary Betterton has noted of Vala-
don’s nudes, “the spectator is offered no ideal viewing position from which 
to look at the nude figure of the woman.”49 Valadon’s series of nude paint-
ings from the 1920s and 30s also blur the nude and portrait genres, and 
many male critics responded to Valadon’s nudes with disgust and incred-
ulity. One even accused Valadon herself of misogyny for taking revenge 
on women by refusing to idealize them.50 Like Valadon, MacLeod refused 
to align the nude with sexual desirability and classical idealization. Des-
cent of Lilies is both surrealist fantasy, nude self-portrait and, one might add, 
still life. The painting, like Torso and Plants, destabilizes the conventions of 
self-portraiture and the nude, and further challenged contemporary critics 
with its areas of sketchiness and unfinish. 

MacLeod participates in a very modern break with the idea of the self-por-
trait as an assertion of the artist’s social status or “genius.” Like Expression-
ists Oscar Kokoschka, Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, and Gabriele Münter, MacLeod 
was inventing a radical new modern form of self-portraiture. Kirk Varned-
oe sees the strategies of Expressionist portraiture as “borrowing guises and 
inventing symbolic fictions.” He argues that what is most “modern about 
these works is not the directness of their communication, but its oblique-
ness; not the sense of revelation, but the sense of performance.”51 Mac-
Leod’s experiments with unfinish, however, are decidedly not a form of 
performing the self (an approach more in line with Renaissance self-por-
traiture), but instead reveal its fragmentation and incoherence. 

MacLeod painted Costume for a Cold Studio (ca. 1930) | fig. 3 | after returning 
to Ottawa where she lived with her parents in the middle-class neighbour-
hood of the Glebe. She transformed the attic of her parents’ house into her 
art studio. In this self-portrait, the artist stands posed with self-assurance, 
in front of a mirror, a direct and intense expression on her face. She wears 
loose culottes and a distinctive painter’s smock. Resting her sketchpad on 
her stomach, she bends one knee to support her body as she paints herself. 
Perspective and space are distorted and subtly hint at the abstracted aesthet-
ic that would become more common in her later works. Her face, simplified 
in form, is defined only by details of her thickly outlined nose, lips and eyes, 
which look askance toward the bottom right of the canvas, where the mir-
ror MacLeod used to capture the scene was likely located. Thick brushwork 
accentuates the bulbous folds in her smock, which are echoed in the curves 
and forms in her brown bobbed hair, the decoration on the wall behind her, 
and the curvilinear lines of the purple chair on the left. Costume for a Cold Stu-
dio, Self-Portrait, and her double-sided self-portrait, The Slough, demonstrate 
the shifts in MacLeod’s appearance; each reads like a portrait of a different 
person. Such a comparison troubles our understanding of the notion of a 
self-portrait as a window into the artist’s individuality. 

The sheer aesthetic variety in MacLeod’s self-portraits, alongside her 
evocation of temporality and duration, deterritorializes the face and 
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demonstrates the ways its fixity can come undone. MacLeod does not fix the 
face as significance; her self-portraits do not turn subject into object; she 
is, like Francis Bacon, a painter of “heads not faces.”52 As subject of her own 
paintings she keeps herself in a constant state of differentiated and self-re-
flective becoming. Her self-portraits make manifest the dismantling of the 
face and faciality.

According to Deleuze and Guattari, the abstract machine of faciality, a sys-
tem comprised of the “white wall/black hole system,” is one in which the white 
wall is the ground of signification where meaning is projected, and the black 
hole is subjectivation where meaning is expressed.53 Faciality is a machine 
of organization or systematization which affects being and makes the face 
readable as a structure. Faciality is the social production of faces which over-
code the subject, overriding, swallowing individuality.54 Meaning is organ-
ized on the face in a white wall/black hole system in which the white wall is 
the surface upon which meaning is projected and read; and the black holes 
are the sites where meaning comes into being. As Maria Loh eloquently puts 
it, “without the organizing force of social codes, the face would be thought 
of as no more meaningful than the flab of skin that hangs at the end of the 
elbow.”55 To dismantle the face is to move away from repressive signifying 
systems that reify binary processes and thinking. For Deleuze and Guattari:

Concrete faces cannot be assumed to come ready-made. They are engendered by an 
abstract machine of faciality (visagéité), which produces them at the same time as it gives 
the signifier its white wall and subjectivity its black hole. Thus the black hole/white 
wall system is, to begin with, not a face but the abstract machine that produces faces 
according to the changeable combinations of its cogwheels.56

We think of our faces as being “us,” as defining who we are. We “read” faces 
like language to gain knowledge about the identity of the person behind 
the face; the face is a source of the self and a tool of communication.57 In 
other words, the face brings forth a model of representation, but is not, as 
Deleuze and Guattari argue, an external manifestation of interior emotions 
or causes. 

How then can a subject escape the face and faciality? Rather than cap-
ture a realistic representation of a sitter’s physical appearance, modernism 
pushed portraiture in new aesthetic directions. MacLeod’s self-portraits are 
experiments in naturalism and distortion and they dismantle the tradition 
of transforming embodied subjectivity into static data. Her self-portraits are 
neither projections of personality nor personal narratives, for they do not 
preserve the idea of the portrait as truth of a knowable self. With their blank 
areas of canvas, they signal, rather, the impossibility of ever translating the 
truth of a “knowable subject” into representation. Her critics’ responses to 
her paintings as unfinished evidence the difficulty in reading her work in 
traditional ways. MacLeod explored the performative body as both machine 
and representation, and her series of self-portraits offer depictions of a 
woman, an individual, we cannot completely know. ¶


